
 

 
Crelow Adds BLAST! Pro Bid Request For Small Business  

 

Tenant Reps Can Now Post Tenant Office Space Requirements in Seconds 

 

Minneapolis, MN - Crelow.com, the online marketplace that empowers tenants and their 

reps to control their search for the perfect office space, announced today that it has added 

a new feature called the BLAST! Pro Bid Request that allows tenant to post tenant office 

space requirements in seconds.  

 

In the short time since Crelow started rolling out its service the marketplace has 

published bid requests representing more than one million square feet of office space 

requirements valued at more than $80 million in lease value.  The marketplace currently 

includes Minneapolis, Denver, Seattle, Phoenix, Houston and San Francisco, with new 

markets opening up at a steady pace. 

 

The new service comes just a few weeks after Crelow announced a redesign of its web-

based Deal Board with a “mobile first” approach that makes it easier for landlord reps to 

use it out of the office on their tablets or smartphones.  As a result, they have been able to 

respond to Bid Requests in a matter of minutes.  BLAST! Pro Bid Request for tenant reps 

now means that the entire process from bid request to bid response can be reduced to 

minutes.   

 

“We developed the BLAST! Pro Bid Request in direct response to requests from 

numerous reps using our services,” comments Jim Simpson, CEO of Crelow.  “They 

wanted to be able to serve their smaller clients in seconds from any mobile device.  

We’ve timed it out and it literally takes about 90 seconds to fill out a BLAST! Pro Bid 

Request and submit it to the market.”   

 

“Our goal has always been to help smaller tenants find the great space they deserve,” 

Simpson added.  “Anything we can do to bring technology into the commercial real 

estate market and make it that much easier to facilitate leasing transactions will achieve 

that goal.” 

 

New Crelow Deal Board Redesigned for Mobile 

 

Tenants and their reps can post "Bid Requests" (mini-RFPs) of office-space requirements 

on the Crelow Deal Board, and landlords and their reps can respond with Quick Bids 

(mini-proposals). The newly redesigned Deal Board offers significant improvements. 

 

The new design keeps both the Deal Board map (showing the part of a city where a 

tenant would like to locate) and the Bid Request details in view at all times.  

 



Second, there is now more information publicly available without having to sign up and 

then log in. For instance, overviews of all active Bid Requests in the market are now 

available, even if a user has not signed up, providing more exposure to the market. 

 

Third, the redesigned Deal Board makes it easier for landlord reps to see what is going on 

in the market. The Bid Requests and the map of the market are now displayed side by 

side, making the process more user-friendly. When a tenant or tenant rep posts a Bid 

Request, it includes a polygon showing where in the market the tenant wants office space. 

Landlord reps can also see Bid Requests that are near (but not actually in) the polygons 

they have previously drawn to indicate their territories. 

 

Some key elements of the Deal Board have not changed. The anonymity of tenants is still 

protected, if they wish it to be. Tenants and their reps still post their requirements and 

desired location. The landlord reps still get notifications when Bid Requests are posted 

that overlap with their territories. And they can still sort and filter Bid Requests on the 

Deal Board by square footage, move-in date, budget, and other factors. 

 

Simpson concluded, “The Crelow Deal Board is still the only online marketplace where 

landlord reps can find tenants and tenant reps who are in need of office space. These 

enhancements are part of our continuing commitment to make that process work even 

better." 
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